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Preliminary Study of Human Neurons Derived from Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells as Models

for Schizophrenia

Introduction

Schizophrenia is a mental disorder characterized by positive, negative, and cognitive

symptoms, some of which include visual and auditory hallucinations, delusions, depression,

depersonalization, and derealization (Wong & Van Tol, 2003). Typical onset of schizophrenia

varies from late teens to late thirties, with male onset of symptoms occurring earlier than in

females, and diagnosis is often made after the first triggered psychotic event (The National

Institute of Mental Health, 2020). Postmortem research has indicated that schizophrenia-affected

brains exhibit reduced cell volume, size, and spinal density in prefrontal cortices and hippocampi

(Brennand et al., 2011). At the neuronal level, a near-significant loss in dendritic spine density in

excitatory layer-III pyramidal cells in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) has been

observed (Glantz & Lewis, 2000). The DLPFC is implicated heavily in working memory and is

frequently impaired in cases of schizophrenia (Konopaske et al., 2014). Reduced spinal density

in pyramidal cells is one of the most reliable avenues for investigation of schizophrenia and its

neuronal effects on the brain. Reproduction of these effects in culture may be used for the

development of neuronal schizophrenia models for further study and drug treatment.
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The majority of neurological and psychological research of complex disorders has relied

heavily on animal models. However, their ability to veritably replicate complex human disorders

remains a significant obstacle to the development of treatments to manage these conditions.

Recent developments in human stem cell technology have allowed development of research

models for neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease (Acab &

Muotri, 2015). Schizophrenia is one of many disorders with causes and mechanisms that remain

unclear and complex. Neuropharmaceutical studies have implicated some chemical dysfunctions

that may be involved, including dopaminergic, glutamatergic, and GABAergic systems (Javitt et

al., 2008). Brennand et al., (2011) conducted a study in which schizophrenia was modelled using

human-induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs), and observed a decrease in neuronal

connectivity with no significant decrease in synaptic function. This indicates hiPSCs may be a

feasible method for modeling schizophrenia at a cellular level, but more research is needed to

conclusively understand hiPSC efficacy in such models.

Onset of schizophrenia symptoms, such as psychotic episodes, can be triggered by

environmental stress on an individual (NHS England, 2017). One way to subject neurons to

stress is through introduction of cortisol to a system, such as a cell culture. Zorn et al. (2017)

found no significant data on the relationship between schizophrenic individuals and response to

cortisol, though their findings were preliminary.

In order to replicate the effects of schizophrenia on a cellular level, we tested the

hypothesis that hiPSC differentiated human pyramidal neurons treated with cortisol would

express schizophrenia-like decreases in dendritic caliber.
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Materials and Methods

Control cell cultures were thawed and prepared as described by Morris (2020). A 10 μM

solution of dissolved hydrocortisone (Sigma H0396) in media was created by serial dilution. The

appropriate wells of an 8 well culture dish (Falcon #354109) were treated with 250 μL. The

treatments were done on day 7 of culture. Control conditions were given untreated media to

assure continuity of conditions. The chamber slide was then incubated for 14 hours. After the 14

hours, the wells were washed 2 times with NMM media before feeding. After this treatment on

day 7 of culture, the wells were fed normally every 2 days (Gardiner, 2020).

One of the NMM day 11 and the day 13 control samples were stained with

MATH2/NEUROD6 rabbit polyclonal primary antibodies, as was the day 11 L-15 sample. The

second day 11 NMM sample was used as a negative control. All antibodies were left overnight at

4°C before being washed twice with PBS-T, followed by application of secondary antibodies

(Morris, 2020). Secondary antibodies were again left overnight at 4°C before another two washes

with PBS-T. During and following the application of secondary antibodies, samples were

covered in foil at all times unless being used for imaging.

All immunofluorescence images were gathered using a Nikon Eclipse E200 upright

microscope equipped with phase optics and a Nikon 40x/0.65 Ph2 DL objective and a Diagnostic

Instruments (DI) Spot Insight2 camera with a DI 1.0x C-mount adapter driven by DI Spot

software version 5.2.5 on an Apple iMac (21.5 inch, 2013) computer using OS X 10.13.6. The

immunofluorescence images were then analyzed using FIJI (ImageJ 1.53c) imaging software. A

cell body was determined to be any spherical blue shape with a brightness value between 100

and 255. Pyramidal cell abundance was determined by dividing MATH2 images by DAPI images
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via FIJI’s image calculator function. The resulting ratio image was then merged with respective

red MATH2 and blue DAPI stacks in the appropriate color channels, creating a composite

ratiometric overlay image (Fig.1-4). Any cell body that appeared only blue was determined to be

non-pyramidal. Any cell body with red and blue values between 90 and 120 were determined to

be immature pyramidal cells. Any cell body with red and blue values between 120 and 160 was

determined to be a mature pyramidal cell. Dendrite caliber was determined using FIJI’s straight

line function and measured in pixels. Graphical data was produced using Google Excel Stacked

Column Chart function.

Results

Cells stained with DAPI emit a blue glow under ultraviolet light that marks cell bodies

and DNA. The MATH2/NEUROD6 stain used on all conditions except the negative control

binds to transcription factors specific to pyramidal neurons, and glowed red. For the NMM day

11 and 13 samples, 88.2% and 93.9% of cells were pyramidal, respectively (Fig 2d and 3d). In

the L15 day 11 sample, 94.0% of cells were determined to be pyramidal to some extent (Fig. 4d).

A two-sample t-test was run using Google Sheets, and the average dendrite caliber between the

control and cortisol condition were significant (p=.04, n=29)(Fig. 6).
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A. B.

C D.

Figure 1 Negative control condition sample immunofluorescence images of (a) DAPI staining of

cell bodies and (b) corresponding MATH2 staining of pyramidal cells. c The MATH2 image was

divided by the DAPI image using FIJI image calculator to create a ratio. Slight misalignment of

images (a) and (b) was corrected by the transforming function to shift along x- and y-axes,

resulting in the black bar at the bottom of (c). d All three images were merged for a composite

ratiometric image to determine the number of pyramidal cells and average dendrite caliber.
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A. B.

C. D.

Figure 2 NMM day 11 control sample immunofluorescence images of (a) DAPI staining of cell

bodies and (b) corresponding MATH2 staining of pyramidal cells. c The MATH2 image was

divided by the DAPI image using FIJI image calculator to create a ratio. Slight misalignment of

images (a) and (b) was corrected by the transforming function to shift along x- and y-axes,

resulting in the black bar at the bottom of (c). d All three images were merged for a composite

ratiometric image to determine the number of pyramidal cells and average dendrite caliber.
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A. B.

C. D.

Figure 3 NMM day 13 control sample immunofluorescence images of (a) DAPI staining of cell

bodies and (b) corresponding MATH2 staining of pyramidal cells. c The MATH2 image was

divided by the DAPI image using FIJI image calculator to create a ratio. d All three images were

merged for a composite ratiometric image to determine the number of pyramidal cells and

average dendrite caliber.
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A. B.

C. D.

Figure 4 L15 day 11 control sample immunofluorescence images of (a) DAPI staining of cell

bodies and (b) corresponding MATH2 staining of pyramidal cells. (c) The MATH2 image was

divided by the DAPI image using FIJI image calculator to create a ratio. (d) All three images

were merged for a composite ratiometric image to determine the number of pyramidal cells and

average dendrite caliber.
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Figure 5 Graph of pyramidal cell abundance for each condition. Each bar corresponds to data

derived from Fig. 2d, Fig. 3d, and Fig. 4d respectively. L15 and NMM refer to the substrate used

as a cell growth medium as described by Morris (2020). Note that the majority of cells in all

three control conditions were indicated to be pyramidal to some extent.
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Figure 6 Graph of dendritic caliber for each cortisol and control conditions. Each bar represents

the average dendrite caliber according to condition. Calibers were measured in pixels. L15 and

NMM refer to the substrate used as a cell growth medium as described by Morris (2020). Day

number refers to time of fixation.

Discussion

These experiments yielded several encouraging preliminary results. Firstly, MATH2

staining in control conditions suggested the presence of pyramidal cells in the cultures. Further,

not only was MATH2 staining present, but the majority of cells within these cultures appeared to

express markers for pyramidal cells. This is supportive early evidence that hiPSC’s can be used

to generate pyramidal cells as models to study schizophrenia in further studies.
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Secondly, the t-test indicates support of our hypothesis that dendritic caliber would be

reduced in the cortisol treatment compared to the control samples. Stress and schizophrenia are

closely related, therefore, samples in previous postmortem studies of dendrites may be

confounded by lifetime stress effects (Glantz and Lewis, 2000; Gomes et al., 2019). The strength

of in vitro studies such as the current study is the ability to control, to some extent, confounding

factors and other comorbid conditions.

Future study could include improved immunofluorescence staining technique or different

primary antibody staining. The presence of schizophrenia has been associated with decreases in

pyramidal synaptic density (Berlekom et al, 2020). The inclusion of Synaptophysin staining in

the analysis would have provided complimentary preliminary evidence of the feasibility of

pyramidal cell models to study schizophrenia. Further, it would provide some insight into the

possibility of stress as a confounding factor of previous post-mortem studies of individuals

diagnosed with schizophrenia (Berlekom et al, 2020). Another possibility for future study would

include fixation of cells at a later point in time. This would allow further differentiation of cells

that could include other neuron types implicated in schizophrenia studies, such as dopaminergic

or glutaminergic receptors. The small sample size of our cell cultures is one of the weaknesses of

this study, and therefore additional experiments and/or larger sample sizes would strengthen

results. Lastly, a treatment protocol utilizing the same drugs as those in animal schizophrenia

models, such as ketamine or methylazomethanol acetate, could be a possible avenue for inducing

schizophrenic-like effects in cell structures (Winship et al, 2019).

The findings of the current study of in vitro human neurons derived from STEM cells can

be used as preliminary insight into the ways stress and schizophrenia may interact to affect cell
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physiology. It provides encouraging evidence that STEM cells may be used in the future to study

schizophrenia and its effects on cell physiology.
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